Group Work Distribution at 2013-2014


- Group Webmaster (in charge of maintain group's webpage, and publish group news, etc.)
  - Tobias K.H. Lei, Huan Gui, Xiao Yu, Honglei Zhuang
- Lab Equipment and Hardware/Software Master (1) (in charge of book keeping, solicitate request of hardware and software for group members)
  - Jialu Liu, Quanquan Gu, Lidan Wang
- Group Data and Code Software Master (1) (in charge of communicating with group members to publish their papers, software programs and datasets, which is required by federal funding, such as NSF)
  - Tobias K.H. Lei, Yanglei Song
- DMG Server Administrator (2) (in charge of maintaining group's major server and communicating with TMG in case any problem happens)
  - Jingjing Wang, Xiang Ren, George Brova
- IlliMine Master (2) (in charge of designing, developing, and maintaining IlliMine software)
  - Tobias K.H. Lei, Yanglei Song
- EventCube/ResearchInsight Master (2) (in charge of designing, developing, and maintaining our group's major systems: EventCube/ResearchInsight)
  - Tobias K.H. Lei, Fangbo Tao
- CS591 Data Mining Seminar Coordinator (1) (in charge of coordinating CS591 data mining seminar)
  - Jingjing Wang, Quanquan Gu
- Industry/visitor Coordinator (2) (in charge of coordinating industry/visitor activities)
  - Xiang Ren, Chi Wang, Chao Zhang
- Publicity Master (2) (in charge of coordinating our group's publicity, including making announcements, brochures or information sheets)
  - Ahmed El-Kishky, Chi Wang
- Social Activity Coordinator (2) (in charge of organizing and coordinating group's social activities)
  - George Brova
  - Chi Wang
  - Tanvi Jindal
- Yahoo!-DAIS and Data Mining Group Research Excellence Award Coordinator (1) (in charge of designing webpage and coordinating award competition)
  - Marina Danilevsky
- Group Librarian (new): Huan Gui
- Evaluation of new grad. applications: George Brova, Jingjing Wang
- Lab Space Coordinator (3): (in charge of lab space distribution and keeping lab tidy and clean)
  - 1113 SC Huan Gui
  - 2119 SC Xiang Ren
  - 2113 SC Brandon Norick
  - 1117 SC Tanvi Jindal
- Other duties, such as conference/journal review coordination will be case-by-case volunteer-based.

Conference Review Coordination

Thanks for serving as conference review coordinator in the following conferences

1. Lu An Tang: ICDE’13
2. Hongbo Deng: WSDM’13
3. Xiao Yu: SDM’13
5. Yizhou Sun: SIGMOD’13
7. Chi Wang: KDD’13
8. Tanvi Jindal: ASONAM’13
9. Quanquan: ECMLPKDD’13
10. Ming Ji: BigMine’13
13. Huan Gui: ICDE’14
14. Xiang Ren: WSDM’14
15. Xiao Yu: WSDM’14 tutorial committee
16. George Brova: WWW’14
17. Huan Gui: SDM’14
18. Shi Zhi: AAAI'14
19. Xiang Ren: KDD'14
20. Jialu Liu: ECMLPKDD'14
21. Yanglei Song: ASONAM'14
22. Fangbo Tao: IEEE BigData'14